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INTRODUCTION
WHAT STRONGIM BISNIS WILL ACHIEVE
Strongim Bisnis will increase incomes and create jobs for poor households
in Solomon Islands. We will strengthen the underlying systems that drive the
tourism, cocoa and coconut sectors. The program will empower women and
youth to improve their social and economic conditions.

HOW WILL WE DO THIS?
Collaborating with public and private sectors and civil society partners, we will

“POVERTY IN SOLOMON
ISLANDS IS LARGELY A
RURAL PHENOMENON.
NOT ONLY ARE RURAL
HOUSEHOLDS MORE LIKELY
TO BE POOR COMPARED TO
URBAN HOUSEHOLDS, THE
BULK OF THE POOR, ABOUT
87 PERCENT, LIVE IN RURAL
AREAS. ALMOST ALL OF
THE MORE SEVERELY POOR
– THOSE BELOW THE FOOD
POVERTY LINE – LIVE IN THE
RURAL AREAS.”
Solomon Islands Poverty
Profile 2012-13, World Bank

develop market interventions that strengthen the local economy. Women’s
economic empowerment and youth inclusion will be mainstreamed across the
interventions with some activities targeted exclusively to women and youth.
Our model to bring about change (Figure 1) sets out how our program will
lead to the desired outcomes in each of the sectors using a market systems
development approach that ultimately leads to poverty reduction.

WHAT IS DIFFERENT?
We are looking for long-term, systemic, sustainable change. This will be at
three levels – the sector, enterprise and household. To achieve this complex
undertaking requires rigorous research to gain an in-depth understanding of the
market and the interplay between these levels. This early investment in market
systems analyses has proved pivotal in similar programs in the region to secure
genuine long-term impact.

WHAT HAVE WE DONE SO FAR?
We have collected primary data through more than 120 interviews over 700
person-hours, focus groups and market observation, in addition to assessing
secondary data. Field teams travelled widely to consult with parties in West
and East Guadalcanal and Western Province through to Malaita, and met with
stakeholders from Makira and in Honiara. The gender analysis ran in parallel
with the market systems analyses. This involved 40 interviews, fieldwork in
Malaita and a literature review over 200 person-hours. The results fed into the
sector strategies and our Gender Action Plan. During stakeholder meetings
Strongim Bisnis staff and consultants also advised in specialist areas such as
tourism, marketing and business development.

HOW WILL WE MEASURE EFFECTIVENESS?
Our monitoring and results measurement approach is to monitor changes in
market systems, performance of enterprises and impacts on households, as well
as value-for-money. It observes the Donor Committee for Enterprise Development
(DCED) Standard for Results Measurement.
The program uses results chains as a planning and review tool for managing and
measuring progress against a set of expected results.
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INTERVENTION
AREAS

MARKET
SYSTEMS
CHANGE

ENTERPRISE
OUTCOME

POVERTY
REDUCTION

1. Women’s Economic Empowerment
2. Disability inclusive

Tourism sector and supporting
functions/rules and norms

Speciﬁc interventions targeting
women’s agency

Tourism market system
actors attract increased
visitor numbers into
Solomon Islands

Tourism market system actors improve performance of
critical functions, rules and service offers, especially for
women and youth

Foreign & domestic
investors increase
investment in the
tourism sector

Businesses owned by or
employing poor women, men and
youth, become more competitive
and proﬁtable

Women have Increased access to
ﬁnance, training, marketing, technology
and information

Actors understand the business case for
women’s increased and upgraded
participation; and take action to make their
models more inclusive for women

Women improve their access
and control over productive
resources and income

Market system actors
improve domestic and
international market
access and MSME
competitiveness

Market system actors
improve smallholders
ability to operate
productive & sustainable
cocoa & coconut farms

Increased economic
opportunities for women,
men and youth

PROGRAM
THEORY OF
CHANGE

Cocoa sector and supporting
functions/rules and norms

3. Youth inclusive
4. Social and environment

Coconut sector and supporting
functions/rules and norms

Market system actors improve performance of critical functions, rules
and service offers, especially for women and youth

Market system actors
provide increased local
quality value added
processing

MAINSTREAMING

INCREASED NET INCOME
FOR HOUSEHOLDS

LEGEND
Women related
causal relations
Women’s Economic
Empowerment
Tourism sector
Agricultural sectors

FIGURE 1. PROGRAM THEORY OF CHANGE

THE MARKET SYSTEMS APPROACH

THIS DOCUMENT

Strongim Bisnis was set up as a market systems development program

In the sections below, we
provide a snapshot of how
each of the three sectors
are performing based on the
information collected in the
market systems analysis
and gender analysis. We set
out five-year and three-year
visions of how these markets
would ideally perform and,
finally, what we can do to
facilitate this.

in July 2017, the first of its kind in Solomon Islands, to address poverty
through inclusive economic growth.

MARKET SYSTEMS AND GENDER ANALYSES
In line with this market systems approach, the first task was to undertake
an intensive market assessment and gender analysis of the tourism, cocoa,
and coconut sectors, the priority sectors according to the program design.
The objective of the assessments was to inform sector strategies, and
identify areas of intervention, potential activities and local partners.
The Strongim Bisnis team gathered information on:
1.

The sector – background and make-up.

2.

The market system – setting out how the core functions (e.g. from cocoa
farmer through to chocolatier) interact with supporting functions, the
rules and norms of a given market system and the role of women.

3.

Stakeholders – who was situated where within the system, their
interests, motivation and their power and influence.

4.

Capacities/constraints – this assessment showed how each core/
supporting rule or function was being performed in terms of how it
enables or constrains the market system of our target beneficiaries. This
includes specific constraints and opportunities for women and youth.

The team then went through a process of:
5.

Prioritising constraints – to focus the program on those that were realistic
to tackle, that would have the most impact, and could be scaled up.

6.

Assessing how the market was performing and what the future could
look like for it given the resources available (‘who does and who pays’),
government plans and stakeholder aspirations.

7.

Identifying gaps between the current market performance and the future
vision for it.

8.

Identifying intervention areas and potential interventions – the areas the
program will target to address priority constraints to growth. This will lead
to a functioning market system, answering the question: how do we get
from the prevailing situation to the future optimal situation?

9.

Creating intervention tables – to provide the logic for introducing more
specific potential opening activities, target markets, and partners.

10. Designing sector results chains – to represent all of the above, on one
page, as a logical pathway all the way from on-the-ground interventions
with local actors to high-level outcomes and impact.
11. Designing a cross-cutting strategy to address the specific constraints and
economic opportunities for women and youth.
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The full picture of these
sectors is detailed in the
annexes.
This is a living document.
Sector workplans, based
on the interventions, are
developed separately as part
of program’s Annual Plan.

2. TOURISM

MARKET PERFORMANCE, SECTOR
STRATEGIES AND RESULTS CHAIN
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CURRENT MARKET PERFORMANCE
Awareness of Solomon Islands as a tourism destination in key source markets is severely limited. Globally, tourist arrivals
grew by 3.9% in 2016 to reach a total of 1.2 billion with the Pacific Island region capturing 3.1 million of these1. Solomon
Islands, however, failed to capitalise on this global and regional trend. It only captured 2% of visitors in the region, and 1%
(around 6000 individuals) of leisure tourists.
The sector lacks:
►► good quality market research/intelligence for tourism
stakeholders to make informed decisions

It is also affected by land issues, poor transparency, high

►► travel information for tourists

of operating businesses, and other factors which add to a

►► appropriate tourism products and services

generally unfavourable investment climate.

business taxes, low human capital resources, high costs

►► marketing/promotion of Solomon Islands as a tourism
destination
►► coordination in the sector.

VISION OF FUTURE MARKET PERFORMANCE
WHAT IS OUR VISION FOR THE LONG-TERM
(5 YEARS AND BEYOND 2022)?

WHAT IS OUR VISION FOR THE SHORT TO MEDIUMTERM (WITHIN 3 YEARS: 2017-2020)?

►► Increased visitor numbers incentivise international
and domestic investors to invest in demand-driven,
sustainable tourism products and services for leisure
tourists.

►► Awareness of Solomon Islands amongst priority visitor
segments is high. Holidaymakers have access to useful
information to assist them decide to holiday in Solomon
Islands and plan their trip. This results in increased
visitor arrivals, especially in Western, Central, and
Guadalcanal provinces.

►► This incentivises the government to improve the tourism
enabling environment resulting in improved profitability
and employment opportunities for micro, small and
medium enterprises. Benefits are accessed by women
and youth in most provinces.
►► The gender gap in access to finance, training, formal
jobs and leadership positions is substantially reduced
within an enabling and safe environment at the
household and community levels, resulting in a more
inclusive and sustainable tourism sector.

►► Tourism businesses, potential investors, international
tour operators and relevant government agencies have
access to market research and intelligence assisting
them to improve, and pilot new, tourism products and
services.
►► Holidaymakers can plan and book their holiday online.
They can book directly with specialised inbound
tour operators who tailor-make travel itineraries that
showcase the destination’s natural, cultural and
historical assets.
►► With incentives in place for tourism actors within
Solomon Islands, many start to collaborate and
coordinate towards a common vision. Private sector
actors make their business practices more inclusive
for women and youth. Women and youth improve their
access to finance, training and leadership positions
within an enabling and safe environment at the
household and community level.

1
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UNWTO World Tourism Barometer, January 2017

TOURISM SECTOR STRATEGY – HOW THE VISION WILL BE ACHIEVED
The interventions listed below will enable the sector to evolve from its current state of performance
to the future vision outlined in the previous section.

TABLE 1. TOURISM PRIORITY INTERVENTIONS2
INTERVENTION AREA

INTERVENTIONS

Improving the development and
availability of tourism market
research and intelligence (gender
disaggregated)

1.1 Expand visitor survey efforts and support the dissemination and
use of research by tourism micro, small and medium enterprises

Improving marketing and promotion
of Solomon Islands as a tourism
destination (especially online)

2.1 Increase the online presence of Solomon Islands as a tourism
destination
2.2 Improve the capacity of Solomon Islands Visitors Bureau in:
►► digital tourism capability
►► strategic marketing capability including branding and marketing
strategy
►► facilitating revenue generation capability (e.g. a booking platform)
2.3 Improve performance of inbound tour operators

Improving the quality and quantity
of travel planning information on
Solomon Islands

3.1 Improve the quality and quantity of travel planning information on
Solomon Islands
3.2 Improve the performance (profitability and service delivery) of
inbound tour operators

4

Improving the capacity for
development of demand-driven
sustainable inclusive tourism products
and services

4.1 Develop explorer cruises in Solomon Islands
4.2 Increase the quality (value-for-money) and quantity of
accommodation
4.3 Improve performance of inbound tour operators

5

Promoting more positive gender roles,
conducive to women’s empowerment
and mitigating the risk of genderbased violence

5.1 Decrease unpaid care burden for women
5.2 Improve environment for women in the household and community
5.3 Women’s entrepreneurship/micro-franchising

6

Improving coordination and
collaboration of the sector

6.1 Enhance coordination and collaboration using the St Gallen
Model for Destination Management (strategic visitor flows)

7

Improving the social and
environmental sustainability of the
tourism sector

7.1 Increase capacity of tourism stakeholders in sustainable tourism
and climate change risk strategies.

1

2

3

2 The coloured interventions will include activities planned to commence in 2018
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POVERTY
REDUCTION

ENTERPRISE
OUTCOME

MARKET
SYSTEMS
CHANGE

INTERVENTION
AREAS
1

New and existing tourism SMEs are developed
including by women and youth

INCREASED NET INCOME
FOR HOUSEHOLDS

Improved proﬁtability of
tourism MSMEs leads to
increase in jobs

Tourism MSMEs (including women & youth
led) develop demand-driven sustainable
inclusive tourism products and services

Improving the capacity for
development of
demand-driven sustainable
inclusive tourism products &
services with the focus on
women and youth
mainstreaming

International tourism
operators, inbound tour
operators & tourism
SMEs offer holidays
online to FITs

Tourism stakeholders work with tourism SMEs to supply tourism
appropriate products & services including women and youth led
MSMEs

International tour
operators have the
necessary information to
promote Solomon Islands
as a holiday destination

Tourism stakeholders
provide information to
FITs to assist them a)
decide to holiday in the
Solomon Islands and b)
plan their trip

Improving the quality and
quantity of travel planning
information on Solomon
Islands
4

2

LEGEND
Women related
causal relations
Linked to the intervention
1 no.
in the MSA
Women’s Economic
Empowerment

Women improve their access
and control over productive
resources and income

5

Promote more positive
gender roles,
conducive to women’s
empowerment and
mitigating the risk of
gender-based violence

Increased access to
ﬁnance, training,
marketing, technology
and information for
women

Actors understand the
business case for
women’s increased
and upgraded
participation, and take
action to make their
business models more
inclusive for women

TOURISM
SECTOR
RESULTS
CHAIN

Tourism stakeholders
understand potential risk
of tourism development

Exporters access better
quality domestic
transportation services to
source products

Partners deliver activities that
improve industry collaboration
and coordination

Improving the social
and environmental
sustainability of the
tourism sector

Tourism MSMEs and SIVB
effectively use online
solutions for promoting
products and services in
the Solomon Islands

Improving coordination
and collaboration of
the sector

MoCT, SIVB, and industry
associations understand and
educate their members/
stakeholders on sustainable
tourism concepts

7

Partners have capacity to deliver
workshops on the St Gallen Model
for destination management,
targeting improved industry
collaboration & coordination

Improving marketing and
promotion of Solomon
Islands as a tourism
destination (especially
online)
6

Improved online tourism
marketing services are
available in the Solomon
Islands

Tourism MSMEs & SIVB
online promotions attract
more visitors to Solomon
Islands

TOURISM RESULTS CHAIN - LOGICAL FLOW FROM TOURISM SECTOR INTERVENTIONS
TO OUTCOME AND IMPACT OBJECTIVES

Foreign and
domestic investors
increase investment
in tourism sector

Tourism stakeholders
(MSMEs, SIVB, Govt,
etc.) make decisions
based on up-to-date
market intelligence
and research
Market intelligence
and research is
available to all
stakeholders in the
appropriate format
via MoCT and SIVB

Improving the development
& availability of tourism
market research &
intelligence (gender
disaggregated)
3

3. COCOA

MARKET PERFORMANCE, SECTOR
STRATEGIES AND RESULTS CHAIN
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CURRENT MARKET PERFORMANCE
The cocoa sector is estimated to support approximately 22% or 20-25,000 rural households in Solomon Islands. Annual
exports of 5,000MT of dry cocoa beans3 represents less than 1% of the world’s supply.
The average age of cocoa trees is 25-30 years old and while these trees are still producing cocoa pods, many are too large
to manage easily and their yield is very low. Solomon Islands has built a name in the last two years as a new potential
origin for boutique cocoa and has gone from 0.0MT of boutique cocoa exports in 2015 to more than 30MT in 2017. This is
increasing awareness of the country internationally and improving its reputation for cocoa beans. Unfortunately, boutique
exports can only support a limited number of suppliers, at most, 2-3% of the country’s crop. Farmers are losing interest in
harvesting cocoa given the huge challenges facing the industry. It is at a crucial turning point in its ability to contribute to
sustainable development in rural communities for Solomon Islands’ women, men and youth.

VISION OF FUTURE MARKET PERFORMANCE
WHAT IS OUR VISION FOR THE LONG-TERM
(5 YEARS AND BEYOND 2022)?

WHAT IS OUR VISION FOR THE SHORT TO MEDIUMTERM (WITHIN 3 YEARS: 2017-2020)?

►► The cocoa sector is reshaped by targeted, large-scale
investment which encompasses all levels of the value
chain.

►► Farmers are starting to use better agricultural
practices for the production and processing of cocoa
beans due to increased access to training, tools,
inputs and finance.

►► Awareness and reputation of Solomon Islands as a
source of high quality cocoa beans is well-established.
►► Cocoa trees have increased average yields. This was
due to improved agricultural practices, access to
finance, tools, inputs, and genetic/cloning of the best
varieties.

►► Farmers have access to cocoa clones for replanting
or have the knowledge to establish their own village
nurseries.
►► Exporters have improved buying facilities, quality control
systems, and access to processing/export technologies.

►► Export volumes are increased for bulk and boutique
markets.

►► Exporters are able to offer organically-certified products
to an international market.

►► Value-added processing is well-established for domestic
and international markets. This is reinforced by
improved research, monitoring and evaluation from
industry regulators and government sectors to better
identify areas of need in the industry.

►► Private partnerships have improved the availability and
cost of transport services for moving cocoa domestically.

►► In line with the Government’s strategic plans for cocoa,
prices given to farmers reflect the improved quality of
their products and the sophistication of the industry.
►► Women and youth are more consciously engaged
and can take advantage of entrepreneurial roles in
the industry such as in commercial nurseries and in
product value-adding.
►► The gender gap in access to finance, training, formal
jobs and leadership positions is substantially reduced
within an enabling and safe environment at the
household and community levels.
►► All fundamental players in the domestic value chain
earn higher incomes due to higher quality and higher
quantity of production; this will drive inclusive economic
growth.
3 CEMA, 2017
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►► Export volumes are increased in the boutique market
and value-added processing for domestic and
international markets has been tested and is scaling up.
►► Improved cocoa bean quality and increased export
volumes lead to better prices and incomes at the farm
level.
►► Private sector actors make their business practices
more inclusive for women and youth.
►► Women and youth improve their access to finance and
training and have the opportunity to take advantage
of entrepreneurial roles in the industry such as in
commercial nurseries and in product value-adding.
►► Women improve their access and control over income
and leadership positions within an enabling and safe
environment at the household and community level.

COCOA SECTOR STRATEGY – HOW THE VISION WILL BE ACHIEVED
The interventions listed below will enable the sector to evolve from its current state of performance
to the future vision outlined in the previous section.

TABLE 2. COCOA PRIORITY INTERVENTIONS4
INTERVENTION AREA

INTERVENTIONS

1

Improving productivity through
replanting, revitalisation and improved
production practices (gender sensitive
and target activities around women and
youth)

1.1 Stimulate replanting with commercial nurseries for genetically
superior clones
1.2 Build research capacity to conduct and disseminate research
on existing and improving genetic varieties in Solomon Islands
through regional information sharing

2

Improving access and utilisation of drying
technology/infrastructure and equipment
(maximising women’s participation)

2.1 Research, development and roll-out for improved drying technology
2.2 Increase availability and access to cocoa drying tools to better
support the cocoa industry

3

Improving research and development,
and uptake of existing export
technologies and equipment

3.1 Improve industry awareness and uptake of new types of shipping
containers
3.2 Increase availability and access to cocoa industry export tools to
better support cocoa exports

4

Improving visibility, reputation and
marketing in the international industry
(leveraging positive news on women’s
economic development)

4.1 Cocoa and Chocolate Festival 2018 to enhance the visibility
and reputation of Solomon Islands’ chocolate domestically and
abroad.
4.2 Establish chocolate tourism
4.3 Support Solomon Islands entries in international
competitions
4.4 Increase awareness and uptake of organic certification
4.5 Trial and scale the use of block-chain technology to increase
transparency

5

Increasing the availability and improving
the quality of training throughout the
value chain (accessible to and/or
targeting women and youth)

5.1 Create industry-relevant training with local training providers for
cocoa export staff and agriculture extension staff

6

Increasing domestic production of cocoa
value-added products

6.1 Support local production of cocoa value-added products

7

Improving access to finance for
producers and small and medium
enterprises (SMEs) (women targeting
activities)

7.1 Develop new loan products for cocoa producers
7.2 Increase capacity and reach of formal and informal
microfinance institutions
7.3 Increase access and utilisation of digital financial
services
7.4 Improve utilisation of the Central Bank’s guarantee
facility
7.5 Increase financial institution’s MSME products, services, and
capacity

8

Promoting positive gender roles
conducive to women’s empowerment
and mitigation of the risk of genderbased violence

8.1 Decrease unpaid care burden for women
8.2 Improve environment for women in the household and
community
8.3 Women’s entrepreneurship/micro-franchising

9

Improving domestic transportation
services and logistics

9.1 Improve the quality of transport services for cocoa
9.2 Develop communications system to better inform customers of
vessel timing and capacity

4 The coloured interventions will include activities planned to commence in 2018
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ENTERPRISE
OUTCOME

MARKET
SYSTEMS
CHANGE

Farmers sell more higher-quality
dry cocoa beans and
MSMEs/exporters sell more
value-added products in the
domestic and export market

Farmers replant and revitalise
plantations, using improved
genetic varieties and applying
proper production practices

Commercial
nurseries sell
planting
materials

6

Exporters and MSMEs
produce value-added
products and demand
increased and improved
inputs from farmers

7

5

2

Exporters expand, buying more
cocoa for export to existing &
new markets and improve the
quality of their shipments

Improving R&D in &
uptake of existing
export technologies
and equipment

Exporters are
aware of
available
export
technologies

Exporters use up-to-date export
technologies and procedures

3

Distributors
sell cocoa
industry
speciﬁc
equipment

Improving access and
utilisation of drying
technology/
infrastructure and
equipment
(maximising women’s
participation to
do-no-harm)

Exporters
develop and
scale new
drying
technology

Farmers purchase and use
new technologies &
equipment to improve
drying practices

Extension staff from the
public and private sector
are trained in cocoa
sector speciﬁc skills

Training
providers
offer
appropriate
skills training
for the cocoa
industry

Increasing the
availability &
improving the quality
of training throughout
the value chain
(accessible and or
targeting women and
youth)

Financial institutions
provide appropriate
ﬁnancial products to
MSMEs, particularly
responding to needs
of women and youth

Improving access to
ﬁnance for producers
and SMEs (women’s
targeting activities
-with savings and
SPBD

Exporters and MSMEs
have improved capacity
to produce value-added
products training & tools
for domestic production
of cocoa (inclusive of
women and youth)

Increase domestic
production of cocoa
value-added products

The public and
private sector
provides information
to farmers on
replanting
production
improvements

Improving productivity
through replanting,
revitalisation and
improved production
practices (gender
sensitive plus
targeting activities
around women and
youth)

Farmers increase and
improve production of
dry cocoa beans

COCOA RESULTS CHAIN - LOGICAL FLOW FROM TOURISM SECTOR INTERVENTIONS
INCREASED
NET INCOME TO
FOR HOUSEHOLDS
OUTCOME AND IMPACT OBJECTIVES

INTERVENTION
AREAS
1

8

Promote more positive
gender roles,
conducive to women’s
empowerment and
mitigating the risk of
gender-based violence

Increased access to
ﬁnance, training,
marketing, technology
and information for
women

Actors understand the
business case for
women’s increased
and upgraded
participation, and take
action to make their
business models more
inclusive for women

COCOA
SECTOR
RESULTS
CHAIN

Improving domestic
transportation
services and logistics

Domestic
transportation
providers offer
high quality
domestic service
to cocoa farmers

Exporters access
better quality
domestic
transportation
services to
source products

Farmers access
better quality
domestic
transportation to
supply their products

Exporters are
certiﬁed organic
and offer
incentives to
farmers to certify

Farmers are
certiﬁed
organic

Women improve their access
and control over productive
resources and income

LEGEND
Women related
causal relations
Linked to the intervention
1 no.
in the MSA
Women’s Economic
Empowerment

Exporters have
access to new
markets

9

Local exporters
coordinate on
organic
certiﬁcation

Improving visibility,
reputation &
marketing in the
international industry
(leveraging positive
news on WEE)

International
buyers have
improved
perception of
S.I’s cocoa &
purchase more
of it

4

4. COCONUT

MARKET PERFORMANCE, SECTOR
STRATEGIES AND RESULTS CHAIN
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CURRENT MARKET PERFORMANCE
The coconut sector supports approximately 44% or 40,000 rural households. Copra, a coconut product, comprises 2.6% of total
exports, and while Solomon Islands only hosts around 0.5% of the world’s coconut trees it is one of the world’s top exporters
of copra. It has missed out on the global shift to value-added processing of copra which, as a low-value commodity, is affected
by volatile global market prices and slim margins. While the coconut sector presents a vital component of rural resilience and
development, many factors need to be addressed to realise the sector’s potential.
The sector is afflicted by:
►► a lack of market research and intelligence

►► the coconut rhinoceros beetle threat

►► limited access to financial services

►► poor drying practices

►► limited trust among sector stakeholders (leading to poor
collaboration/coordination)

►► high transport and certification costs

►► poor agricultural practices

Land issues, high business taxes, low human capital
resources, high cost of operating businesses, and other

►► aging plantations

factors add to a generally unfavourable investment climate.

VISION OF FUTURE MARKET PERFORMANCE
WHAT IS OUR VISION FOR THE LONG-TERM
(5 YEARS AND BEYOND 2022)?
►► The coconut sector continues to be a key driver of
inclusive economic growth through a diversified range
of higher-value products made from coconut for the
domestic and export markets. The sector incorporates
all actors along the value chain, including poor
smallholder farmers, in that growth.
►► An increased number of companies produce a variety
of coconut products and are able to market them
successfully to export and domestic markets.
►► Improved marketing and diversification increase the
sustainability and resilience of businesses.
►► Coconut growers have access to a range of buyers for their
products, as well as the information and ability to manage
their production to meet the demands of the market and
to get the most value out of their coconut stands.
►► Growers are more interested in coconut as a regular
source of income, and production increases, is
consistent, and more sustainable through wide-scale
replanting.
►► The sector has a clear path for growth and sustainability
– supported by investment from the private sector;
better coordination and collaboration across levels of
the value chain; investment in research and innovation;
information, business support and investment
incentives provided by the public sector; as well as
collaboration between the public and private sector.
►► A functional industry group, representing the entire the
value chain, is effectively collaborating and lobbying for
the benefit of the sector.
►► There are more job opportunities, particularly for
women and youth, created across the value chain
through value addition and processing.
STRONGIM BISNIS STRATEGIES FOR TOURISM, COCOA AND COCONUT SECTORS

►► The gender gap in accessing finance, training, formal
jobs and leadership positions is substantially reduced
within an enabling and safe environment at the
household and community levels.
►► Those involved in the coconut sector earn a decent
and regular income and invest in their future. This
vision supports the Government’s efforts to have a
modernised coconut industry by 2020 that is able to
contribute significantly to national peace, unity and
economic development for prosperity.

WHAT IS OUR VISION FOR THE SHORT TO MEDIUMTERM (WITHIN 3 YEARS: 2017-2020)?
►► The coconut sector is diversifying as the private sector
invests in the production of a variety of added-value
products made from coconut, improves the quality, and
increases production of commodities for domestic and
export markets.
►► Quality information is available to those working in the
sector about markets, products and new technologies
with support from the public sector. The sector is
using that information to make informed decisions,
improvements and investments.
►► The public sector provides market information and
appropriate testing services to the private sector which
help it to increase exports.
►► Private sector actors are coordinating better with each
other to access information and technologies needed
for this investment. It is also collaborating better with
the government and other supporting functions to
create benefits for the whole sector.
►► All players in the sector see the value of collaboration,
and the level of real buy-in for investing in sector growth
is increased.

►► Different actors within the value chain have information
about and access to the finance they need to invest in new
markets, products and technologies; and have the capacity
to manage their finances for growth and investment.
►► Buyers in the value chain are doing more to improve the
efficiency of their supply chain and incentivise growers
– by expanding their supply chain, offering competitive
prices, and ensuring growers have the information, tools
and training needed to improve their production and
meet demand.
►► More markets and better prices are incentivising growers
to meet demand in terms of quality and consistency,
while production volumes are increasing and resulting in
higher incomes.

►► Growers understand the importance of replanting
for the future, and have access to the information
and support they need to do so.
►► Private sector actors make their business practices
more inclusive for women and youth. Women and youth
improve their access to finance and training and have
the opportunity to take advantage of entrepreneurial
roles in the industry such as product value-adding and
diversification for the domestic market.
►► Women improve their access and control over income
and leadership positions within an enabling and safe
environment at the household and community level.

COCONUT SECTOR STRATEGY – HOW THE VISION WILL BE ACHIEVED
The interventions listed below will enable the sector to evolve from its current state of performance to the future vision
outlined in the previous section. Intervention workplans will describe more fully the steps to achieve results.

TABLE 3. COCONUT PRIORITY INTERVENTIONS5
INTERVENTION AREA

INTERVENTIONS

1

Improving information available for
coconut products in export and domestic
markets.

1.1 Market study for coconut products in the domestic market
1.2 Support capacity of the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock,
Commodities Export Marketing Authority, Ministry of Commerce,
Labour and Industry to manage industry information and
research and development requests and needs

2

Supporting diversification in coconut
products for export and domestic markets

2.1 Feasibility study for domestic local packaging options
2.2 Support existing processors’ value-add initiatives

3

Improving business training and services
offered

3.1 Build capacity of business training providers to support local
processing units

4

Increasing coordination for required
certifications for market access

4.1 Support coordination for annual shared visit for organic
certification

5

Improving the quality of copra

5.1 Improve the quality of copra with better drying, storage and
transportation practices

6

Supporting Coconut Rhinoceros Beetle
eradication efforts

6.1 [Intervention dependent on Coconut Rhinoceros Beetle Task
Force needs]

7

Improving access to finance for producers
and MSMEs (women targeting activities)

7.1 Supporting development and marketing for new microfinance
products for local processing units
7.2 – 7.5 see Cocoa Sector Interventions

8

Promoting more positive gender roles,
conducive to women’s empowerment
and mitigating the risk of gender-based
violence

8.1 Decrease unpaid care burden for women
8.2 Improve environment for women in the household and
community
8.3 Women’s entrepreneurship/micro-franchising

9

Improving domestic transportation
services and logistics

9.1 Improve the quality of domestic transport service
9.2 Increase coordination of transport services

5 The coloured interventions will include activities planned to commence in 2018
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POVERTY
REDUCTION

ENTERPRISE
OUTCOME

MARKET
SYSTEMS
CHANGE

INTERVENTION
AREAS
1

FOR HOUSEHOLDS

Processors,
exporters & local
processing units are
organic certiﬁed &
hold other necessary
certiﬁcates

Processors/
exporters coordinate
to obtain necessary
certiﬁcates

Increasing
coordination for
required certiﬁcations
for market access
5

8

Promote more positive
gender roles,
conducive to women’s
empowerment and
mitigating the risk of
gender-based violence

Increased access to
ﬁnance, training,
marketing, technology
and information for
women

Actors understand the
business case for
women’s increased
and upgraded
participation, and take
action to make their
business models more
inclusive for women

COCONUT
SECTOR
RESULTS
CHAIN

Supporting rhino
beetle containment
efforts

The public &
private sector
implement
activities to
reduce the threat
of the rhino
beetle

Farmers and other sector
stakeholder manage to
contain the spread of the
rhinoceros beetle

Farmers safeguard (and
increase) their coconut
production

LEGEND
Women related
causal relations
Linked to the intervention
1 no.
in the MSA
Women’s Economic
Empowerment

Improving domestic
transportation
services and logistics

6

Domestic
transportation
providers offer
high quality
service

Exporters access
better quality
domestic
transportation
services to source
products

Farmers access better
quality domestic
transportation services to
supply products

Exporters & millers
offer incentives for
high quality copra

9

International
copra buyers
offer incentives
for high quality
copra

Improving the quality
of copra

Market actors
develop capacity
development
support for
farmers to
improve copra
certiﬁcations

Farmers have know-how &
tools to improve drying
practices for copra

Farmers, including women and
youth, sell more coconuts
(products) at a competitive price
to more buyers and hire more
labour

Business & ﬁnancial
training providers
offer business services
& trainings to coconut
sector businesses
particularly to women
and youth

4

Women improve their access
and control over productive
resources and income

COCONUT RESULTS CHAIN - LOGICAL FLOW FROM TOURISM SECTOR INTERVENTIONS TO
INCREASED NET INCOME
OUTCOME AND IMPACT OBJECTIVES

More processors, exporters and local processing units buy more coconuts
to process & sell to a variety of markets

Financial institutions
provide appropriate
ﬁnancial products to
MSMEs, particularly
responding to needs
of women & youth

Processors, exporters
& local processing
units better manage
their business &
supply chain

Private sector uses
information to develop
new diversiﬁed
coconut products,
manufacturing
technologies &
identify new markets

Improving business
training and services
offered (speciﬁc focus
on women and youth)

Processors, exporters and local processing units produce a
diversiﬁed range of high-quality coconut products for exports
& domestic markets

Public and private
sector produce useful
information on
coconut products for
export and domestic
markets

Improving access to
ﬁnance for MSMEs
(speciﬁcally women
and youth)
3

Supporting
diversiﬁcation in
coconut products for
export and domestic
markets
7

Improving information
available for coconut
products in export and
domestic market,
accessible for women
and youth
2
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